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Astronomical observing and remote sensing only 

give some clues to asteroid mysteries. 

Activity Overview 

Participants explore the unknown to detect and describe an 
object to the activity leader. Be ready for volunteers! This is a 
very popular activity for all ages. 
 

Introduction and Background 

This activity illustrates how astronomers can discern 
properties of an asteroid by comparing observations 
with laboratory studies on Earth and other Solar 
System objects.  
 
Scientists obtain specific evidence about a new object 
from a particular scientific instrument – no one 
instrument can give us all the information we need to 
explain a phenomenon or new discovery. And we can 
only compare what we encounter with what we know  
from laboratory references or everyday experience.  

That is why we must send a variety of spectrometers 
and cameras with filters on our spacecraft. For 
example, when scientists first saw volcanoes on 
Jupiter’s moon Io they noticed a familiar shape and 
material similar to volcanoes on Earth. If we have never 
seen a feature before, it is even more difficult to figure 
out. This is what happened when the NASA Dawn 
spacecraft revealed white spots on asteroid (1)Ceres 
and NASA OSIRIS-REx spacecraft encountered particles 
spewing off the surface of asteroid Bennu.

Materials Needed 

 Box with a lid (Valentine box, shoebox, etc.).  
Cut a hole into the lid large enough for a hand to fit through.  

 

 Assortment of household items, toys, etc. that will fit into the  
box. Include some familiar items and not-so-familiar ones, too. 
Don’t use anything dangerous or gooey. 

 

 Place some duplicate items that are different colors. 
Examples are different colored pom poms or rubber ducks, 
ping pong balls, colorful erasers, or Styrofoam balls with  

       colored spots or stripes drawn on them. Be creative! 
  

Asteroid Mystery Box 
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Activity Instructions  

 Ask the participant to reach into the unknown (box) and hold onto one item; no peeking! 
 

 Ask questions about the item: 

 Is it heavy or light? 

 Is it smooth or rough? 

 Is it hard or soft? 

 What shape is it? 

 What is it made of?  

 How big is it? 

 What color is it? (TRICK QUESTION for humor!) 

 Do you think you have held anything like this before? 

 If so, what is it????? 

 If not, let’s look. 
 

 With the observer still holding on to the item, open the lid to see what it is.  
 

 Point out that there are tricky items in the box that the participant could not have known without looking. Show 
a few different colored fluff balls or ping pong balls.  

 
 
Extra hints and other suggestions: 
Some observers insist they can discern the color of an object with their fingertips. This is a good illustration of bias in 
observation. It is an interpretation not an observation. If the person is not able to guess or guesses wrong; it is ok. 
That is the challenge scientists face if they have never seen something before. 
 


